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HEIDELBERG — The famous old stone arch 

nridge across the Neckar River at Heidel- 

berg was wrecked by the retreating German 

urmy in 1945. The broken spans have been : 

rebuilt and the bridge was reopened 26 July 

with special ceremonies. The view shown on 

the cover was taken at night as floodlights 

illuminated the bridge and also the old 

cosiie on the hill in the background. I 

(DENA-Bild) 

Bremen Constitution was written by Robert 

A. Fletcher, Political Affairs Officer, Civil 

Administration Division, OMG for Bremen. 

Mr. Fletcher, who has held his present 

position since June 1946, served as an in- TABLE OF CONTENTS 

fantryman with the 89th Inf. Division of the 

Third US Army from 1943 to 1945. He made Issue’ No. 106 18 August 1947 

the photograph of the legislative debates on 

the constitution in Bremen’s 14th century 

Rathaus, Bremen. Constituuon | oo. eee ea a 

The material for Berlin MG Biennial Ex- Rubr Coal Industry. 5 eB 8 

position was furnished by Miss Lynn Davis Farm Women of Germany... . +... 7 

of the Public Information Office OMG, Berlin 

Sector. Berlin MG.Biennal Exposition. .). .« . . . % 8 

Dr. Katharine Holtzclaw, who wrote Farm Getidan Reactions. . ... . J. 4... . ./4l 

Wi = omen of Germany after a four-month tour Small Firms Model for Germany. ....... 12 

of the American Zone of Germany, is a 4 ‘ 

special consultant in home economics for Check Put on Telephone Calls. . . . . . 5 . . 13 

the Fi \ i 4 3 pod and ‘Agriculture Branch, Economics Books of GMGUS Role: ibmry <a Ye ie 

Division, OMGUS. i 

Official Instructions’ 4... 3 “keen ay 

Articles sheduled for Issue No. 107 ‘con- ” 

cern the sanitation program and preventive . 

medicine, the survey recently made by a : 

quadripartite group of food and agriculture 

in Germany, the taxes levied and collected : 3 : 

in the Laender of the US Zone, and the OFFICE OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT FOR GERMANY (U.5.) 

Swiss vacations for German children. CONTROL OFFICE, APO 742, US ARMY
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: C ION 
BY ROBERT A. FLETCHER 

ee ELECTED representatives of US Zone and set up Bremen and the wasvan elected body it could prepare 

the people of the'land'of Bremen surrounding area as the “Bremen the constitutional draft for popular 

on 1 August completed the draft of a Enclave’ under American occupation referendum and so eliminate the 

democratic constitution. If this draft; and Military Government policy. On necessity » for yet another special 

after’ Military Government approval, 10 December, 1945, by ‘agreement election of a ‘constitutional »con- 

is accepted by the electorate on between higher British and American vention, However, in order to counter- 

12 October, Bremen will ‘attain’ full headquarters, the area was placed act the effect of the British modified 

constitutional stature as the fourth under British Military Government majority election system used. in Oc- 

Land of the US Zone. policy while retaining its American tober, constitutional -work was re- 

The framers of the mew consti- occupation.and Military Government ferred ito a special 15-member com- 

tution drew on the Free Hanseatic personnel. , mittee of the Buergerschaft in which 

City's°79 years of practice ‘in ‘re- A Bremen, Senate or executive political parties were represented 

publican’ *government to rebuild the branch of the city government had according to» their: popular) strength. 

frame work of democratic ‘in- been appointed by Military Govern- The ,.constitutional, committee ,be- 

stitutions. Their consciousness, sharp- ment early in 1945.Later in that year lieved, that.,the. brightest. hope. for 

ened, by direct personel experience, arepresentative council or legislature the establishment. ofa. vital .and 

of the importance of civil liberty and was,chosen from nominations made long-lasting, constitutional .. govern- 

the danger of its loss helped them by political parties and important ment. lay.in.the, drafting jof a con- 

to. draw, up.a Bill of Rights. These population groups; in,)\accordance stitution. which all . parties. would 

phases, of .the constitution were with British policy. On British support. Most of the committee mem- 

worked out with skilland understand- instructions this body’ drew up a _ bers. were .men. of. the Weimar 

ing by the joint efforts of all politic- constitution which ;dealt;only ‘with Republic who were,. therefore, ex- 

al_ parties, governmental structure and. which tremely conscious of the frailty of 

But party cooperation broke down was narrowly. bound by detailed a democratic structure which -was 

over a disagreement on. two points British requirements for local.govern- opposed by large sections of society. 

of social policy, the problem of con- ment organization. How could the necessary broad sup- 

fessional schools and the relation. of In October 1946, the first free elec: port be assured? 

works councils to management. This tions were held for the city. council ‘ 

disagreement finally led the twostrong- of Wesermuende (later to take the F™ POLITICAL “parties pores 
est, conservative parties and. the mame of Bremerhaven which at that presented’ on the committee: the 
Communists, to. withdraw. their. sup- time applied only. to the port area) Communists (two AEACRESETS) f the 
port ofthe whole constitution even and for the Bremen legislature, tradi- Social Democrats’ (six eee the 
after the majority, Social Democrats tionally called the Buergerschaft. paoaes Democratic:People's: Party, a 

had_ offered to. submit the works : Aner group as the aon 
council. disagreement. to. separate Toe BREMEN, ‘comprising the mercial‘interests and local: patriotism 
dicision. Ear the aaiere The soanner cities of Bremen and Weser- of Bremen’s influential merchant class 2. by .the 
te whith theca "oetial’ tectee ee, muende, was created as the fourth (two members); the Free Democratic 
dackicd Sud. he hitter at ie benken Land of the US Zone on 21 January Party, a liberal clique affiliated with 

%G 4 ; 
compromise throw a clear light. on 1947 by a proclamatién of the British the British Zone FDP. (two members); 

the tenttioning, Gt Gaunen politics and “American ‘Military Governors. and the Christian’ Democratic Union 
g P 

in 1947. “The elected Bremen Buergerschaft (three members). The SPD alone, 

plus 20 members of the Wesermuende because of the advantage which the 

iS ate was a city state of the (now Bremerhaven) council was modified majority election system 

Hanseatic “League during the designated as the provisional Land had given to the largest party, had 

middle ages’ and*a Free'City' in'‘thé legislature. A fundamental principle an absolute majority in the Buerger- 

German Confederation, the Kaiser's of American policy in Germany is  schaft. : 

Empire,“ and the Weimar Republic. that the Laender as basic units of Bremen’s elder statesman, 72-year- 

Tn 1945 the Allies ‘déesignated'Bremen German government must draw up old Dr. Theodor Spitta, senator for 

and Bremerhaven’ as ports for the for themselves populary accepted justice, who had helped draft the 

constitutions, establishing govern- Weimar and the Bremen 1920 con- 

The shaded areas on the map show ment responsible to the people. ; Su ETBOnS and ‘who exemplifies the 

the location of Land Bremen (repro- The new Land was accordingly republican tradition of the Hanseatic 
duction by PIO, OMGUS). Below is a instructed to complete its develop- City at its best, prepared a constitu- 

view ‘of @ session of the Buergerschaft ™ment in this respect. The provisional tional ‘draft at the’ request of thé 
in Bremen (Photo' from CAD, OMG legislature decided, with Military Senate. He went back’ to’ Bremen’s 
Bremen). Government approval, that since it old and tried system of governmental 
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structure, wrote in his lawyer's and categories of industry provided that from the rest of the constitution. They 

conservative's faith in a strong judi- the legislature by separate measures refused to repeat their compromise 

cial branch, but. made deep and _ could socialize monopolies, parts of proposal on confessional schools. 

thoroughly considered concessions to cartels which retained dangerous The surprise of the session came 

what he considered the new and * power and enterprises’ which live or. ~ when the Communist members who 

valuable social spirit of this decade. were built by subsidy. All sides were had supported the constitution at all 

After long: and earnest discussion willing to move the field of conflict previous, stages switched to the oppo- 

a committee of the SPD prepared its over socialization to later legislation sition ofter. a..halfday . blitz build-up 

drdft ‘which, while .dealing with and to support a constitutional article of radical proposals moved -and 

governmental. arrangements in much which. might mean all or nothing in defeated, On the final vote the 

the same way as Dr..‘Spitta, took a its implementation, - =. ° ~ Bremen Democratic People’s Party. and 

view of the judiciary conditioned by This ‘carefully developed system of the Christian Democratic Union oppo- 

experience. with the extremely con- compromise was, however; stretched sed the entire constitution on the 

setvative and aristocratic temper of to the breaking point’ when the Social basis of their objections to the works 

the German courts in-:the 1920's. Democrats insisted ‘that confessional councils and school provisions. The 

Above all, the SPD draft emphasizes schools exist, if at aH, as private insti- Social Demecrats and Free Democratic 

the: principles of social and economic tutions unsupported by government Party were thus the draft .con- 

life developed over decades of trade funds, and that the right of elected stitution’s only supporters. The draft 

union ‘and socialist. practice. = © works councils in industrial plants to 18 now under consideration by 

The discussions of the’ committee take part in decisions of management OMGUS.  ~ | BS 

were mainly concerned ‘with the-bal- in economic and ‘personnel questions fT HAT ABOUT the public? Most of 

ance and interplay of Dr. Spitta’s aid be Jaid down with - finality in’ the W it was thinking about food and 

the SPD's draft, though the KPD .and constitution. The ‘conservative parties, clothing rather than constitutions. It 

the ‘CDU ‘had also done preparatory unable to yiéld on either of these jis notable that the’ socialists did not 

work: It seems ‘certain that -if ‘the points, decided to ‘teject the whole emphasize, and the conservative par- 

Bremen cohstitutional' committee had constitution if these. provisions were ties apparently’ did not fear possible 

been able to restrict itself to those voted through against them. In this public reaction to their final refusal 

Subjects ‘covered by the American condition the draft was reported out io approve even those sections of the 

constitution unanimity would have Of committee. = oo constitution which they had previously 

been presetved. - For a week party leaders labored to supported. All ” sides’ “ apparently 

“But the direction taken by consti- réestablish the’ compromise ‘and to worked on the theory that the people 

tutional practice in 20th-century Eu- save the broad agreement on'which were divided by party loyalty into 

rope, based, on experience in modern the’ committee had based its hopes. solid blocks: which could be tied 

France, the. Scandinavian countries Buta pattern of events developed in together, counted and balanced like 

and Germany .of the. 1920's, requires the ‘conference rooms which made bundles of carrots on a grocer's scales. 

that the basic charter of government the final split unavoidable: — under The sitigle exception ‘was ‘President of 

also deal with.-the individual's econom- PrtesSure from their thoderate leaders the Bremen Senate Wilhelm Kaisen 

ic and social. relations. to’ society: and in face of protests from part of who in a radio addtess at the close 

Though one issue in this field, sociali- the rank and file the socialists made of the session asked the public to 

zation,. was successfully. compromised, a proposal, embodying : their most far support the constitution regardless of 

the‘carefully built-up agreement of the reaching concessions; the conservative _ party lines for the sake of the common 

parties broke down on two other basic parties in spite of, protest, in turn, effort which had gone into its essential 

problems, the-role of organized labor from some of their leaders turned it parts. a | oo 

‘in. industry and the role of the down; the socialists then, outvoting § Laying aside the problems of social 

churches in education. si‘ _ their moderate wing, withdrew the and ‘economic organization ‘which 

oe . ee compromise. Each repetition, of this split the committee and ‘the Buerger- 

C Pee eo ae eee we committee little. circle drew the parties further schaft, what does that part ‘of the 

= met several times weekly from apart and weakened : those voices constitution on which there was 

April through July. Real agreement of speaking for.agreement.. © 3 3 . genuine agreement look like? The Bill 

purpose created a Bill of Rights and 4. , » |, 24.1: Of Rights guarantees equality before 
a framework for the legislative, Pe TREND dominated the the law, freedom of conscience, free- 

executive, and judicial: branches of full session of the Buergerschaft dom of art and scientific investigation, 

government; common ground was Which debated the constitution for inviolability of person and dwelling, 
reached .on, the independence of two. entire days. In a last attempt to freedom of. opinion, assembly and 
judges and its. limitations; important save the situation the Social Demo- movement, the right of habeas corpus, 

provisions of the economic and social crats put through a motion placing the and the guarantees and limits of pro- 

section were settled by give and take. question of the right. of employees, perty rigth. — — 

The. first great hurdle, socialization, through their works councils, to have "The power of government is declar- 
was cleared by adopting, on President an equal voice with .their employers ed to originate in the people “whe 

of the. Senate. Kaisen's suggestion, a in economic and personnel matters om exercise it in free elections. The 

plan which instead of dealing -with the October referendum separately (Continued on Page 16) 
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The following articleis' reprinted = 4 4 ce — = r j 

by perinission’ of “the” British’ Zone Cs es a co | ll 

Review, monthly magazine of the [_—rt—. a | — oe 

Control ‘Commission. for’ Germany  —rr—s— te — _— . 

(British Element). Ul ee ee 

Cr OCCUPYING the'Ruhriin April and'spécialists who couldillbe spared A group' of volunteers from the US 

and May,’ 1945;°"United States from their responsibilities at home, Zone leaving the Frankfurt? railroad 

and (British Forces’ found the mining came to Germany in June and July — station to work’ in the Ruhr coal mines. 

industtyoinsa-‘state of collapse, The 1945 to’ carry out the ‘transitional Slogans written on the side of the car 

Nazi‘leaders had flown, failroads were phase. Already by that time pro- say: “Germany needs coal. We “‘nelp 

out;i waterways’ blocked) Jess’ than duction had gone up to 60,000 tons a__to get it.“ Shown in the foreground is 

30:percent ‘of the roads ‘were passable, day and Operation “Coal Scuttle, for the 3,000th volunteér, a 20-year-old 

telephone cand telegtam’' communi: the immediate release of German ‘pri youth from Weissenburg, Bavaria, 

cations ‘were practically non-existent soners of war.who were miners,.had getting a light for a gift cigar. (Photo 

and fighting was still going on “in been set.in action, by DENA-Bild) | : 

other parts;of Germany: In. the transitional. phase,.now fast > 

On thesé’ tins the coal industry ‘tawing to a close,,much has been 5 tes ? 
L.othe life ‘bldod of Germany — had done and the industry as, a_ whole. is ee eae peu iee ee had) WP 
to be plannéd and rébuilt, to be. congratulated.on_ its achieve- “lion's share’ co all oe material 

Plarining fell!’ into! three’ phases, ™ents,, some. of which. are mentioned allotted ee the DEOVIsIOnS of the 

First’ there was’ the émétgéticy phase, hereafter. fveryeut Bete for housing septs ie 

where! atinclalRasdral! of@Anifea ark?  ,) TRE whole (organization is now, a  coobetalon betwern the United State 
cérs’ assuined’’ complete ‘control of working machine. Trade unions, who and British authorities, this plan has 

production ‘and’ disttibution of imme- 10st everything during the war, have ee eee s SO Oy oD ee 
diate eed been restored, and one trade union Pair to all miners’ houses damaged to 

ry federation with five committees and 60 percent next two years. 

Then came the, transitional phase, £1 i ibershigeor Gouel7, Operates for || AB fat as food 1s Concerned, even 
where the restoration of the industry ESE Se the GRIDS tdust? in the emergency phase, special meals 

as a whole was the problem. This $910, 5 & Bf a Ge? th ‘ik hi 

implied denazification; the grouping Soot pounce Hts ae Pes wee Wat aie ee - ee iB nat 

of mines into workable units; “labor reese te Be pre. ie Seisuee aertt se CHES TERE Ms me Dea 

matters such as trade unions; rates TEE Ya ee re cage sou Gri eae an ee 
of’ pay; ‘ holidays)" pensions; “food; duction Advisory Committee. By the ee heavy workers 

ie : H rations and in addition, under the 
housing (not only for the miners, but Me tates of pay have, by jinorg' points scheme, certain articles 

for their wives and families); mining quadripartite: agreement, been like coffee, bacon, Bera Ltd sbon- 

supplies and ‘pit wood; transport; the increased . by, 20, percent, so that sumer’ goods are available to° them! 

return of miners to work; and the re- mining mow, stands ina favorable +> 5 yaintain’ this the Allied author! 

cruiting of new labor: position. Holidays, miners’ pensions ities pave imported ‘textiles, coffee, 

Lastly, came the final phase, when and, social insurance entitlements constimer goods, ¢tc., up to the value 

the Germans themselves were once have also been agreed and: restored. of $ 5,000,000. 

again to! take: over the ‘responsibility Miners’ housing -hasreceived pri- 

of running the industry for the benefit rity over all other housing. Much of ee FACTORIES. that produce the 

of the’German and of world économy. the work has been of necessity in the mining supplies need. coal; the 

nature of “patching up, but additional mines need.supplies in order to, pro- 

ss EMERGENCY phase came'to an dwelling space, has also been made duce the coal, This apparent dead- 

end in amatter-of a few months, available. Furthermore, in addition lock has been overcome. The Mining 

when British technicians, consultants, to a special allocation of Bavarian Supplies Department, in conjunction 
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with German Mine Supplies Organi- every fit man between the ages of 18 
zation have, during the transitional and 35 (later taised to 40), who was Third Phase Initiated - 

“phase, made available to the mines not engaged in essential work, to find | ‘ 

among other necessities, _approxi- out whether he was suitable for and In Coal Incentive Plan 
mately: 708,272 tons of irun and willing to take employment in coal Phase III of the new incentive 
steel; 32,349 kilos of soap; 1,000,000 mining. — re scheme for coal miners, isued by 

pairs of footwear, 800,000 working Powers of compulsory direction the Offices of Military Government 
_ suits; 3,000,000 gallons of gasoline; were used in the opening stages, but for the Combined US/UK Area, pro- 

~ 3,500,000 electric light bulbs. Pitwood later the improved conditions in the vides for the setting aside of a portion 
_is now being delivered from all zones industry have made it possible to rely of the foreign exchange proceeds 

of Germany to the Ruhr. on voluntary recruitment. By these realized from the export of coal for 
i: In the field of transport the initial methods by June 1947 the labor force the purchase of a variety of imported 

- burden fell on the railroads, which by has been raised to 318,700 over-ail, food and consumer goods at a fixed 

the end of 1945 achieved a monthly of which figure some 280,000 are incentive rate beginning at 18 cents 

lift of 2,200,000 tons, and by that employed in the Ruhr. Recruits have per ton of “gross clean daily output" 

date also the Allies had cleared come from all over the British Zone at a production of 225,000 tons per 

navigation gaps through the twisted and recently from Berlin and from day and increasing for higher daily 

steel work of wrecked bridges blocking the US Zone. This has been achieved production on a graduated scale. 

the Rhine and canals, sufficient to in spite of a wastage amounting to Under terms of the program, each 

enable the movement of some 270,000 approximately 1,000 men ,per week 60a] mine will be assigned a produc- 

tons of coal per month by waterway. due to old age, death, and injury. The tion target based on efficiency ‘and 

Today, in spite of the critical shortage task, therefore, is by no means over manpower. The coal mine will be 

of steel, electric power, building and the manning of the mines still awarded credit coupons according to 

materials and labor, the railroads and demands that the utmost efforts are jt, output, which are then distributed 

inland waterways are jointly lifting a made in the two zones. to mine workers on the basis of indi- 

monthly fonnage of 3,200,000 tons ANNE SATISFACTORY feature has Vidual performance. The coupons 
of coal, in addition to hauling the O been the i in th b would entitle the miner to buy food 
urgently required material to enable en ; € micrease In the number and consumer goods at a reasonable 

the miner's homes to be repaired and of apprentices and young workers. mark value 
to produce more coal. Particular attention has been paid to — | 

this and special campaigns have been The equivalent value of normal food 

ORE COAL calls formore miners. afranged through the Labor Office COUPONS or points scheme vouchers 
M Even before 1939 young men Vocational Guidance Service with the would be surrendered, with the effect 

were not coming forward in sufficient result that the figure of youth has of increasing the range of choice but 

numbers to maintain a balanced labor tisen from 5,386 in December 1945 to 0! the quantity of the miner's pur- 
force in the German coal industry. 14,112 in May 1947. chases. The latter is expected to in- 
During the war years there were no One outstanding fact, however, is clude vera items ve as oecone 

recruits and in the latter stages many that today the hard coal miners in the butter, lard, Jams, tinne TUIts, CROCO- 
. . eas : . lates and sweets, cigarettes, shoes and 

working miners were called up for British Zone are only producing 50 hs a | 
service. The mines were kept going percent of their 1938 production. _ clo thing. The actual lst of commoc. 

by foreign slave labor and prisoners In all discussions connected with Hes will, be selected by the joint 
. : | ; Mine Management/Trades Union Com- 

of war; and by this means the total the coal industry the Germans have ,; 

employed rose to the, figure of 390,000 been consulted and given encourage- mittee. : — 

in 1943—44, as compared with 311,000 ment to take over the responsibilities The effect of this extension of the 

in 1939. By May 1945 all foreign work- that must devolve on them in accord- points scheme ‘S twofold. The maner 

ers disappeared and the industry was ance with the final state of the origi- who earns points will have a wider 

left with about 100,000 Germans ac- nal plan. As the time for the im- ‘U0lce. The community in general 
tually working. _ | plementation of the final phase ap- ae lonnetn from the larger eek 

Plans had been made long before proaches it will be appreciated that the val eecomne eo elable Raeiaae 

this for a quick release of miners problem of producing more coal will these imports | 

from the German Army on its de- be that of enlarging and improving } os 

mobilization and ‘Operation Coal the efficiency of a going concern 

Scuttle’ quickly followed “Operation rather than one of restoring “order | 7 | 

Eclipse.“ Efforts were made to trace out of chaos.” Relief Decreases 

all miners who had left at the time —_—_——— The number of persons receiving 

of collapse and they were directed relief in the US Zone decreased from 

back to the mines. Men in prisoner- Exports from US/UK Zones 1,318,080 in May to 1,313,052 in June, 
of-war camps volunteering for mining Total export deliveries from the and expenditures from RM 35,410,418 

were offered priority in release; and Combined US/UK Zones in the first to RM 35,211,355. Opportunities. for 

the labor offices throughout the Brit- five months of 1947 totaled Dollar agricultural employment accounted 

ish Zone were instructed to interview 57,900,000. - | : for the small decreases. - 
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easily discouraged as men. As an 

example of this she said that a re- 

fugee dentist had offered to examine 

the teeth of all school children in the 

village and do the necessary dental 

work at a very low cost. The men 

held a meeting to discuss this, and 

finally said, ‘Why repair the child- 

By Katharine Holtzclaw ren‘s teeth—we have so little to eat." 
In spite of this decision, I might add, 

HIE LANDFRAU has two problems duction of milk in her home. She, the dentist is now at work! 

T uppermost in her mind. Her pri- therefore, considers that she has a HAVE SEEN farm girls and women 

mary concern, as is the case with all right to be represented on the com- I in their homes, in their fields, in 

Germans no matter where they live, mittees which make the policies re- community meetings and in one large 

is the securing of food. She tells of garding milk deliveries. She also yi 5naj meeting, It is hard for them 

the endless hours of toil she spends wishes a voice in making decisions 4, think beyond the insurmountable 

in helping her husband cultivate their concerning housing and education. difficulties of the present day. These 

widely separated strips of land to I am convinced that the farm wo- are so close and pressing! Occa- 

produce food and feed, of her house- man in Germany is thinking for her- _ sionally they catch a glimpse of pos- 

hold duties performed with the most self and not always as “her man” sibilities for the future. The basis of 
primitive of equipment, and of the thinks. For example, a group Of Wo- most of these, involve increased 

never-ending routine of caring forthe men from very small farms told me educational opportunities for their 
farm animals. She thinks that if more that they were all in favor of land sons and daughters. 

efficient home and farm equipment consolidation. I asked if their hus- These people need trained leader- 

were available, this problem would bands agreed that this was a good ship. They are not imaginative nor 
be greatly minimized. Metal must be plan. With one accord they shook ingeneous, and have had no contact 
allocated for the farmers, if food for their heads, and said that the men with modern ideas from the outside 
the families of Germany is to be pro- clung to tradition and refused to see world. If the right kind of leadership 

duced, she believes. the advantage in labor-saving which can be furnished, I have an idea that 

The second cause of worry which — the consolidation would bring. the farm women of Germany will be 

the rural women always mention is Another Landfrau thld me that Ger- a potent force in rebuilding Germany 

that of the refugees. Almost every man women are tougher and not so into a democracy, 

farm house is filled to over-flowing 

with this unfortunate group ‘of people. gayest 
T’have béen into homes where the See el 
size of the family has been doubled Ee eS Ee . on. 
or tripled by additions ‘of people oe . a : se 
from the Soviet- and Polish-adminis- G : s 

tered areas of former Germany and S A a : : F ‘ : ‘ 

other eastern countries, The house- : oo A 4 \ ‘ ‘ . 
wives’ attitude toward these “new : : a : ‘| a E _ 
citizens" is surprisingly sympathetic. ‘ : . 4 1 : : L a ‘ ‘ 

Sometimes’ she admiringly says that . ‘ ei i : 4 - | _ 

the people’ are energétic, and again oo . ee. ee ee SS : Co fe : 

they will not work. The factor which (UMAGP TH gg 80 (2 00 1 Po 
refugees! is the overciowded con, UGG Sl Led : 
eatin Ot at at | a a 
a GERMAN farm ;woman sur- Or i as es 

prised me in being interested in FHA (5 <-> a ly!) 
wants representation on local com- Le i ; ( e. 2 
mittees with which she is concerned. |) 9 87 7 Lo fF 
For example, she says that she does Lo ed ee 2 

PSs EDS. BAX’ 2 Se 8 
all the work connected with the pro- eho 2 om ‘ Eo _ 

These farm’ women» are\eutting rye Oy ee yo 2 \ nee i 
near ‘Bad Nauheim, Hesse: Most of (age (7 Mee eG Ne ee 
the grainvin 'Germany'is cut in this &@ Le oe ee 
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tion of scientific thermometers, textile toys, garden tools, household utensils, Firms; RIAS; Press and Publications; 

furnishings, radio equipment, pianos, kitchenware from American. tin cans Film and Newsreel, and the Export of 

chemicals and pharmaceuticals, toys, and other waste scrap materials, dolls _ Berlin Goods. | 

costume jewelry and leather goods— from waste paper, and locks, keys, When asked which part of the 

presently manufactured in the US and candle holders from scrap iron exhibition was of the least interest, 

Sector to fill export contracts. and steel found in rubble heaps about three out of ten respondents stated 

The Export and Import Section of _ the city. | ae . that the Industry in the US Sector 

the Economics Branch also exhibited | display was of the least interest, 

finished pieces of clothing which were Ov, large and interesting eX- because they felt that products shown 

designed, tailored and manufactured hibits were those of the Infor- were unattainable to them and there- 

by German firms in the US Sector of — mation Control Branch. Among its fore uninteresting. So it happened that 

Berlin for export and were made . displays were a DENA (US-licensed paradoxically Industry in the US 

solely from materials furnished by the German News Service) office and a Sector produced the greatest interest 
buyer. | : small theater where exposition visitors among visitors of this exposition, and 

Berliners visiting the Export-Import could see a cross-section of the news- at the same time was most frequently 

displays who frequently asked “Why reels produced in the US Sector. The mentioned by the small number who 

can’t I buy this?” or “Why is that development of BIAS, the American expressed an opinion as to the least 

being exported when I need it and *PODSOTS d radio in the US Sector from interesting. a 
can’t buy it?” were told that no cloth- cay operations as Drahtfunk (wired- —s Exhibits considered the most infor- 

- ing constructed from US Sector textile Weber att a eee operation a a mative were Industry in the US Sector 

allocations is used for export pro- ~ AMowatr  transmirer was also and Export of Berlin Goods and 
duction. | : | , featured. . Textiles. | | | oo 

oe , The Press Section produced a com- BO oo | 
pes which are scarce but not plete replica of Deutscher Verlag, the Yer: when asked whether 

critical often are not placed on the largest publishing and printing plant they believed that Military Gov- 
US Sector market but are exported to in the US Sector and formerly the. ernment in the US Sector of Berlin 
secure dollar instruments to begin largest in Europe. The US publications has fulfilled its task during the past 

payment for the $85,349,006.22 worth display featured samples of all books _ two years, answered 72 percent in the 
‘of foodstuffs—one of the food displays and pamphlets—more than 300 titles— affirmative. Eighteen percent thought 

—which has been imported to Berlin which had been published by US li- that Berlin Military Government had 

since the beginning of the US occu-  censed Berlin publishers during the fulfilled its task only in part, while 
‘pation, plus medicines and other ne- past two years. a | only three percent stated that it had 

cessities presently brought into the One widely discussed exhibit was fulfilled its task only to a very small 

city financed by the US taxpayers. that of a typical US Sector home for. extent , not at alle Seven percent 

“Other food displays included sam- a family of four, and the question withheld their opinion. , : 
ples of food imports from the United _ always asked German visitors was Survey re sults indicated that the 
“States and from German sources, A “How typical do you consider this German visitors oF the “exposition 
huge wall chart indicated in metric typical Berlin home?” | were, on the whole, better educated 

tons, the amount of food imported Other exhibits featured the activities than the average Berliner, that all 

_ from the United States and also food of the Manpower, Public Health, age-grotps wee proportionately reP- 

obtairied from indigenous sources. Public Safety, Property Control, Fi- resentee Ss Q mat “ See 

The Transportation Section of the nance, Civil Administration, Communi- cite d the schibition.- Visitors move 

Economics Branch exhibited major cations, and Education and Religious largely German businessmen or 

vehicles assemblies of Opel, Daimler- Affairs branches of the Office of business em ployees and housewives. 

Benz, Adler and Bosch parts which Military Government, Berlin Sector. | 

after being shipped to Berlin from the | ———— Bc 

American and British Zones are O* OF the exhibits told the - | 

assembled here. A one-and-a-half ton history of the original American Vacations for Children 
Opel truck, a Kraus-Maffei bus,;a Military Government Detachment in A hundred children needing vaca- 

Daimler-Benz ambulance, and NSU _ Berlin, while visitors to the Historical tions at the seashore because they are 
and Adler bicycles were also dis- exhibit saw illustrated Allied Kom- recuperating from illnesses will be 

~played in addition to a US Army truck mandatura proceedings. : gent to Schleswig-Holstein in the 
of the type turned over to the German § When questioned by the Public British Zone, while 100 convalescent 

administration for civilian use. — _ Opinion Survey Unit as to which children from there who need care in 

__ The Legal Branch exhibited displays particular exhibit they liked best, the mountains will be sent to Bavaria 

featuring the progressive educational most respondents were undecided and ___ to recuperate as part of an exchange 

prison system which has been imple- therefore, mentioned on an average program worked out by the Red 

mented in the US Sector of the city. of six exhibits as among the best. Ex- Cross of the two areas. The youngsters 

’ Handicraft displays fashioned by in- hibits mentioned most frequently were will stay three or four weeks and 

matés of US Sector jails, prisons, and Industry in the US Sector; Ebetex, the then be returned and replaced by an 
juvenile: detention homes included Purchasing Agency of Berlin Textile equal number. | | : 
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GERMAN REACTIONS & 3! 
ru ee a See Cee is a Ol eine 

an a 8. I fee = Zz 
. ° z ° "Determination had \to-be fc Thy 

Comments onEconomicCouncil te poiitiget ieacers. They ia 
; ‘ . . show it... (Instead) they soorpegan 

The” Neue’ Presse (Coburg) called almost eqtial rivals, had made it '° sing aOUP, end ensemblearthe, song 
the election in the bizonal Economic clear how ardently the internal struc: of the poor Nazis pressed into ee 

Council “the most important event on ture of German economy is’ being party, the countless harmless ema 

the home front since the collapse.” fought for. The question is: ‘private Qhssite ghee ety dcu ed Wag 
; y Z i } apse could and should not be reproached 

“The die hasbeen cast ina way industry or socialism? This question aflth day thigne 2 

that npbedy foresaw during the ‘time will be solved neither OW nor at OP GARG Met Or MAE BAGONG ONE. 

of coalitions that’now has come to Frankfurt, but will be decided by the. 

an end... A first great provisory people itself in the elections of the rae aed FR RR aE 
decision fids béen‘made'in the Central coming year” stood trial. What was bearable for 

question... which Dr. Schumacher The Frankfurter Neue Presse ex- a alae aaa adi ii Pea tani 

(foremost SPD leader) correctly for- plained in detail what happened in ill ate lapaath His Ml IE etn Y: 

mulated: ‘Either reconstruction of the the’ election in Frankfurt and found ey ie tar really TER ai phe: ae 
bankrupt, politically and economically the SPD not innocent. ‘The decisive re Len aan gimmie 

ae ip been finished, and that ; they; often 

guilty inpSce praneTe igh ee mistake, howevet,, Wwasahat 7 © have been dealt with magnanimously 
socio-economic structure’... Cer Bice estes to a bad prin- “as; e.g), by the Christmas amnesty.” 

“The ice is broken and, if we are Ciple, it said, Cou Maier adyocated keeping the law 

not very ‘much mistaken, new elec- “Soon we are going to hear the as it Giands, 

tions will-have to’take place at the calls to battle: Here _ propertied f oe eorisi i 

end of @ period of general'confusion citizens, there the property-less; here Fear of Winter 

...-The zigzag course of the parties Christianity, there Marxism; there The Offenbach-Post said the Germans 
urgently demands the corrective'action free, here planned economy. We have cannot enjoy this’ beautiful ‘summer 

of the people's vote.” drawn the line of conflict so as to because of the fear of the winter 

The Weser Kurier (Bremen), com- benefit most the ultra-left of the ahead, lammenting: 

menting on the ‘election of the direc- eastern Zone... The simple man in “With hortor and anguish we think 
tors‘ in» the’ecouncil, attributed the the street shakes his had...: ‘Aren't of the winter ‘that is ‘coming, “the 
result exclusively to the Social Demo- those fellows hungry? Don't theyhave winter 1947/48.°- In |1945 we ‘hoped 

cratic Party: to worry about a place to live, a that by ‘then’ ‘life’ would ‘become 

“If-Dr. Schumacher now accuses*the workshop, a modest standard of bearable again’... How shall we heat 

CDU of attempting to seize total living?’ He can't find the faith that ourrooms?'Coal’is more than scarce; 
power over the’ economy/of western these are new beginnings, and he has and where shall we get the fire wood 

Germany, one’ may point out thatrthe no old) faith left," 2 to take ‘its place? Thése are the 

SPD-did:not try for less: but:rather for —<$—$—$—$ : reasons which rob ‘us of the joys of 

more with its) demand, It) already 5 summer..." “ 

wields considerable » economic ‘influ- Denazification Upheld xa od blir 
ence) through: its. eight ministers. of In an. editorial in the Stuttgarter f Internees Seek Pity 
economics in) the Lands.,Its. attitude Zeitung, Licensee. F.. Ki, Maier, de- The Stuttgarter’ Zeitung’ reported 

of) “everything. or nothing’. is all Clared. that the crisis in, denazi- that ,.writers, who. offer ‘to go; into 

too. reminiscent. of the totalitarian fication is not caused by the denazi- internment camps to lecture, are sent 
example...’ . fication law, but by those “who have by the inmates a thick pamphlet that 

“One can only regret that the SPD, voluntarily assumed. the carrying-out uses,every’ possible’ argument || to 

now that the vote has decided against 0f denazification and who have made arouse sympathy for the internees, In 
it, tries to deepen the existing antag- 4 political business out, of it.” the pamphlet the term-“guilt" occurs 

onism by speciously construing a “That»no: denazification law would only in, quotation marks and itis 
split of western Germany into the be free from-shortcomings was clear explained that “sinful actions are a 
party of socialism and the party of from the beginning. Much. good, tragic component in the life of every 

‘rump capitalism.’ With these argu- however, can be achieved even with human being.’ After a lecture by the 

ments it only serves the forces which the’ worst law. It depends on the Bishop, of Rottenburg | some of the 

in the eastern’ Zone are its most determination with which it,is carried internees complained that the Bishop 
ardent enemies..." B out.'This determination-couldinot be “insulted, the Fuehrer.”., The paper 

Das’ Wuerttembergische ®Zeit-Echo expected from' the people,'too,many commented: 11915, isle 

(Schwaebisch-Hall) “declared: "This of whom were-directly connected or (There is. a. limit to, the, ability to 
match between SPD and CDU) two atileast morally tainted with Nazism, absorb education. Unless the. camps 
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are strictly combed out, money and o_ ' | 

gasoline for the speakers are simply WITLAll Firms Model for Germany 
wasted... There are, however, also 

letters from camp, a few, from in- ON: OF THE most important single the small businessman on his toes 
dividual internees which speak quietly factors responsible for the tre- and assuring maximum efficiency. 
and timidly of an inner change. But mendous. output of American industry "Denying that: under a competitive 

these have no press agency. : is that it is'decentralized and consists -system, benefits. accrue only to a 

BT for the most part of small, independ- minority, he declared that all elements 

Honesty Survives ent business units, Lloyd. V.Steere, of the population benefit from. effi- 
The Wiesbadener Kurier found the acting director of whe i ee of cient production and the resulting 

desire for honesty and dignity in ° aon B aan ae - the “ higher standard of living, and pointed 
Germany notextinct: |. momics omens nee Affairs i out that other countries of the world 
“Everybody in Germany—be he Vision, Nias: Sala i a radio broad- were also benefiting. today from 

Cp cast from Berlin to the German Re- a worica’ inalv hich f 
normal consumer’ or ‘compensating’ sidents of the US Zone : americas amazingly high output ot 

farmer, businessman, industrialist—is | | oo .. ,. farm and factory products. © | 
. . _-, Mr, Steere, declaring America is | . | 

driven to dishonesty by his family or : ; | oo | . . | 7 
} the most productive country in the JFORE THAN 500,000 small _busi- 

by the workers in his shop... yet , og an gee” : ™ ee 
ye - world, attributed this to. the “effi- nesses closed up shop as a re- 

there is also still the positive element: , eggs wa . pe _ ee 
. : a va,  ckency and vitality of its small busi- sult of World War II, Mr. Steere said, 
We want to become honest again! . “ , a ; ; oo . cers 

wee nesses," which are daily growing in but since the war 800,000 new busi- 

i a Oo strength and number. He added that ness establishments have opened up 

Food Delivery Pian + the small businessman “keeps the and are making a notable contribution 

Passauer Neue Presse carried an wheels of American industry humming toward the reestablishment of a sound, 

editorial based on a report by a scien- and provides the balance and stability peacetime economy in America. 

tific agronomist sent by the paper to of American socte ty. ee “The efforts of :American Military 
inspect typical farms in the area. The ‘If we can lay the foundations for Government to break up I.G. Farben 
editorial presented the four-point pro- economic democracy mn Germany ™ and _ other . cartels - in Germany, to 

gram of Schlange-Schoeningen, the which small aoe onep shments decentralize the German banking 

agronomist, as a necessary beginning, ran come ete on . ourish, ree rom system and to give more economic 
but added: restraints and regimentation imposed eas wy syeas 

: | Be by governments cartels ot politi¢al and political responsibilities to the 

“Any money fine for a deficit-deliv- a on ; ae r, tk nities 
. Y Y re . ues parties,’ he asserted, “Germany will Laender, | the communities and ; the 

ering farmer is ridiculous, if he can ee - people, is aimed at giving Germany 
supply the black market Schla ° benefit tremendously through an in- ; ' a ” j | 
BaP mden protons = . . noe creased standard “of living and this same type of economic environ- 

Agen prop 1 reiore, the through the impetus and _ stability ment, he declared. | ree 

following graduated punishment: con- ee. a og ——$—— 4, 

fiscation of cattle above and beyond which this environment wit give to Chi i : wanna) 
the quota, without recompense; admin- a truly politically democratic society.” oo anges im Personnel : 

istration by custodians of the farm; G TRESSING the fact that small busi- Lt. Coli:-William; H. ‘Connerat has 

expropriation in favor of new settlers; nesses make up 98 percent of all been appointed acting deputy director 
announcement that at the end of the American business firms, excluding for operations of the Economics Di- 
year, the ten farms delivering the the millions of American farmers, and vision, OMGUS. Chief of the Civil 
least would be expropriated. An account for 50 percent of all laborers Branch of the Services, Supply and 

announcement of such a nature, made in the United States, the speaker said Procurement Division, European Com- 
in time, would work wonders. _ that one of the most important single mand, he was loaned to the Economics 
- Much of our remaining farmland factors responsible for the tremen- )pjvision duting the absence of Maj. 

is managed incredibly | badly. © The dous output of American industry Is Gen. William H. Draper Jr. Economics 

Sul erenaite Bon i a anand age the fact that it . erge'y “ecentralme< Adviser to the Military Governor. 

sti revails, Eight-five to e and ists t part o | | ; e a 
P : “3 nee pere nt and consists or ne mos P Dr. John B. Canning, Deputy Chief 

of the total available acreage in the small, independent, extremely pro- |. he Foo d d Aari 1 Branch 

Bavarian forest is wasted on uneco- gressive business units: . of the 0? 8 Hm , Agricultura prane™ 

nomic cattle-raising, and only a small ‘He defined: a small business:as one Economics. Division, has retired after 

percentage is devoted to the nourish- having fewer than 50 people working six years in sovernmen Service. He 

ment of humans...” oe for it, and pointed out that there are nn U Pro nate, of economics 

_ "Since we do not wish to starve, we over three and a quarter million small at stantord University. Oo 
all have an iriterest in seeing’ to it firms in the United States at the pre- . Capt. Edward W. Jones was named 

that the soil. of our homeland is ex- sent; time, as: compared with’ 52,0000 assistant chiei for administration, Ad- 

ploited as efficiently as the present large business enterprises, that is, ministration and Personnel Branch, 

state of science makes possible. The those employing more than 50 workers. Economics Division... He succeeded 

training of our farmers imust be Mr. Steere ‘emphasized the’ im- Capt. Carl J. Maiser, who has returned 

substantially improved.” = portance of competition in keeping to the United States. | | | 
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CTP Branch Offices’ Check Put on Telephone Calls 
RANCH offices of the Combined: [* ORDER to reduce the volume of === In order the release all civil 

B Travel Board are to be established , occupational traffic passing over telephone communications facilities 

in the capital of each Land in the US the German - long-distance com- not essential to the success of the 

Zone under provisions of OMGUS munications system and to insure occupation and to insure a reason- 

directive, AG 322 of 7 August 1947. that. such traffic is. essential, all able grade of long-distance service 
| Advising liaison and security‘offices long-distance calls made by the for the military forces and the Mili- 

to forward all applications for Tem- occupational forces over the Ger- tary Government, it will be neces- 

porary Travel Documents and/or Mili- man network will be ticketed by sary to reduce drastically the volume 

tary Exit Permits directly to ‘the long-distance operators, effective of long-distance telephone _ traffic 

branch office of their respective Land 1 September, . it was . announced passing over civil lines. 
capital, the directive. authorized the jointly by the Communications The number of telephones 
branch offices to process the applica- Branch, IA&C Division, . OMGUS, from which official long-distance | 

tions submitted by the following per- and the Chief Signal Officier, EUCOM. calls may be made will be 

sons: This step is in conformance with limited and strictly supervised. 
Holders of currently valid passports the. policy of the Military Governor, | These telephones are cate- 

of the United States, Great Britain and calling for maximum reduction of gorized as class “A” stations. 

Dominions, France, and the Union of the load placed on the civil com- The calling party will be 

Soviet Socialist Republics (the  oc- munications system by the require- required to certify the essent- 

cupying powers). — ‘os ments -of the Occupational Forces. iality of each call by a state- 
_ Holders of currently valid passports The Deutsche Post in the US Zone is ment to the long-distance oper- 
of the United States, Great Britain critically short of telephone instru- ator that such calls are offic- 
and Dominions, France,,and the Union ments, central office equipment, and dal. | : 

of Soviet Socialist Republics (the oc- Jong lines facilities, primarily as. a Bach individual in whose _ 
cupying powers). — .. ° result of damage and. destruction “name a class “A” telephone is 

Holders of currently valid passports during the war. _ listed will be required. to keep 

of any Huropean country, . except Renewal commercial activities con- a‘record of each long-distance 

Spain, provided that the bearer'js not current with the économic merger of call initiated from his particu- 
also of German. birth or nationality ithe UK and US Zone and the neces- lar telephone. a 

(as will be indicated on his passport sity of providing efficient communi- / | 

or exit application form 265).° cations for the newly formed Ger- These records will be used for com- 
_ Persons of any nationality who aré pan bizonal agencies has placed an parative purposes in checking toll 

in possession of currently valid visas aqditional burden on the civil tickets prepared by the German 
for permanent tesidence in British, system. The continued rehabilitation Deutsche Post; for inspection pur- 

French, or United States territory or ang expansion of essential com- poses to determine the necessity for 

of written evidence that such visas fyunications services are vital to the Such calls; and for use in periodic 
will be isued to them. (This does not success of the program for the ‘Surveys toward further reduction of 

apply to holders of transit visas un- effective restoration of the German long-distance traffic. . 
less they are also bearers of passports ,.onomic structure. a Instructions were being disseminat- 

of one of the nations included the OC | ed to all military commands calling 

above categories.) oS | AN ADEQUATE teletype system is for immédiate action toward maxi- 
Persons of any nationality who are available and should be fully mum reduction of the number of 

proceeding, under group contract, for utilized whenever possible for es- class “A” telephone lines in service 

employment in British, French, or US sential communications requiring im- and emphasizing that only the 

territory. ae mediate transmission and reply. The minimum essential facilities will be 
Persons of any nationality who are postal service must. be used wherever _ retained, Further, any military or 

proceeding, under group contract, for practicable for correspondence of a_ Military Government - unit or in- 

employment in any European country routine and/or voluminous nature gtallation unable to effect at least a 
by authority of ‘agreement to which which does not require expeditious 30 percent reduction of class “A” 

the US Zone Commander is a party. action. Each individual to whom a telephone lines, based on the number 

Persons whose travel is specifically class “A"' telephone line is assigned in service as of 1 May: 1947, for 

sponsored by the Zone Commander’ will -be held fully responsible for military and Military Government 

or his authorized representatives, ascertaining that each long-distance personnel will be required to justify 

Children under 16 years of age trav- call initiated on his. particular an excess allocation by written 
eling abroad for reasons of health. telephone is within the prescribed report. After this reduction is com- 

- Holders of Temporary’ Travel Do- limitations: Utmost discretion in the pleted, no class “A" telephone lines 
cuments issued to them by the Com- use of long-distance lines must he will be installed without the specific 
bined Travel Board or one of its exercised in view of the reduced approval of Chief Signal Officer, 
branch offices. | ' facilities which will be available. EUCOM. ee 
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RA427. ~—s. Ehlers;.V.M., Municipal and Rural D757. . .Gesmany.. Oberkommahdo. | der . a, Pm ye a 

E45 . Sanitation. (1943) a G3 Wehrmacht. Die Berichte des | ee Se 

Ref. ‘Electrical Engineers’ Handbook; Oberkommandos der = Weht- fF Key to List a 
TK153. electric ¢ommunication and elec- -macht; 1. Januar 1942 bis’ 31. De- re a, 

E6....- _—., «tronics (c1936)) os Dik ou. ne) Now Map of Books of value in presenting. 
: ; - ibbons, H. A., e New Map o Le on : pe. 

E786 °° ~-«Emetson,’E., Hoover and his Times; = of the European diplomatic crises national and, local affairs. are 

E63 looking back through the years | _ and wars and of Europe's 19)4 constantly being added to the 
| 7 (1932) | . oo catastrophe (1914) . OMGUS R f ” Lib 

JX1575.Z7 Emerson, R., The Netherlands In- F121 " -: Gide, C., Economic Sociale (1905) we A ererence . | : rary, 

U6E63'.  ° dies and the United States (1942) EeataL J Gilmen W. EL A Course Book in located in -Room 3002, Director 

Ref. Encyclopaedia Britannica; @ new  ¢s5 “Public Speaking (1939) Building, Hq OMGUS, Berlin. A 

62 : (ci 948) of universal knowledge = :1R881 + =~ Glass, D. V., Population Policies | list of recent acquisitions has 
oo ve a . n i . e 

E1781... Faulkner, H.U., American Political Ref. _ Goris: yn ed), Palgivee 1943) been prepared by the Chief Lt- 
Fig. and. Social History (c1943) DH40A ©. - 2 OS | brarian. The second in a series 

E184.G3 Faust; A. B., The German Element G7. —— atin eye . 

Fi __-in- the United States; with special [p1620 Greene, H. A., Measurement’ and repeating this list is printed on 

_.——- yeference to its:political, moral, G76 ~~ ~— Evaluation in -the “Secondary this page and more will appear 

cota and educational influence +... School (c1943)., ee as space allows in future issues. | 
c | oO Ref. . .Der Grosse Duden; Rechtscrei- we os 

D800 : "Feller; W.,-A Treatise on War AG27 bung der deutschen Sprache und | The books are ‘arranged im 

F32 ‘Inflation; present policies and = G76 der Fremdwoerter (1939) ° - alphabetical order of authors or — 

_., . , future tendencies in the United HC267.B2 Gruber, J, (ed.), Czechoslovakia; titles with the date of publi-. . 
Pel, * States’ (1942) = G76 _ ,a@ survey of economic and social ob :- a 7. ee lett 4 

D24. :° Ferrero, -G.,; The principles of | “conditions (1924) —_ . cation. The number at the left is 

F300 re ny the. wee D741 ° Haines, C. G., The Origins ‘and the key to its: filing: in .the | 
of history (1942) Ht... +, Background of the Second 1 ae oo a and “Raf. 

HD91 Finer, H., The United Nations = ~~ | * War (1943) | me wee wens library. Those marked Rel | 
F5 ; .< Economic and Social .Council 4G3903 ~~ Hall, R. O., ‘Intetnational Trans* cannot be taken from the library. . 

MLise nee TM. A Histor? opxtusic TE actions of the United States; an The letter at the start of the top: 
é inney, 1. M., istory 0 S audit and _interpretatio f ae . _ : 

F5 2 8. (61935) Fa balance-of-payments estiaates number indicates the subject 

D443. ~~. Fitzgibbon; R. H., Global Politics » “as .(e1936) re -matter. The key ‘to these num- 

F52 94) D421. -Hall,- W.. P.,..-World Wars and bers follows:) © °°.) 
JX1971.5 Fleming, D. F., The United States HI . Revolutions; .the course’ of SO Co 
F6 and the World’: Court (1945). '  Burope since 1900 (1943) . A-—General Works - a 
Ref. Flemming, L. A., Putnam’s Word 0D469.U5 Hané, J., Eastern Europe and the _ _- B-~Philosophy and Religion he 

PE1449 -- Book: a practical aid in express- Hi = | United States. (1942) 7 C—History and Auxiliary Sciences _, 

F6 --.' ing ideas through, the use -of HC106.6 Hansen, A. H., America’s Role in | Boer, (excep t America) 
oo an exact and varied vocabulary H1i6 © the World Economy (c1945) r_ America a . 

a “(c1913) 7 ° HF5351 ~“ Hans . ., Introt Qction t ve an - : 

£B2321..  +Filexner, A., Universities; American, Hi = ||. een gs (c1941) int een ve 7 ‘° Booey and Anthropology — . 

POU. _ English, German (1930): ce D570.F7_-. Harbord, J. G., The American }_Politeal Sciene, At ay 

DD253 _—-~Filorinsky, M. T., Fascism and Na~ Hl = Army in France 1917—1919 (1936) oe aw crence oo! 

Fe *—Ss tional Socialism; a study of the  B236.US Harris, S. E, Price arid Related ‘L-Education 
. » economic and: social policies of H18 -Controls in. the United States ON Msie Se oo 

the tore ied pe ianise nd oe (1945) oo, ‘N—Fine Arts as vs 
PS682 _ Foerster, N. (ed.), Humanism an an ° 5 ety we va sO 

F700 America; essayS on ‘the’ outlook a Heyes, 7 alatory’ Ponttical an . ose? and Literature... 

oss ) Of modern civilization oe Europe (c1939, 1944) RL Medicine a te 

LA226- Foerster, Nu The American Scholar; JK1158'. | Haynes, G. H., The Senate of the S— Aariculture a, 

Ba 192) litterae inhumaniores HA United States; its history and To Technology - 
7 en - oO practice (1938) oo WH Military Scie; | ae 
HBi71 ‘Ford, H., Today and Tomorrow = pgio1 ” Hazard, L. L., The Frontier in VooNavl en : SO, 
F7 pe (1926) = Hi - American Literature (c1927) Z--Bibliography — 

D613. Forster, K., The Failures of Peace; HC240 Heaton, H.. Economic History of 

£7 - ‘the ‘search for anegotiated peac€é 5,4, Europe (ci936) ; a _ i 

_. > during the first World War (cl941)_— nso, EHeberie, R., From Democracy to Co beea Bo 
D650.M5 Fraenkel, E.,..Military Occupation 443 . Nazism; a regional case study 0820.T4 .: Holcombe, A. N., Dependent Areas 

F76 and the Rule of Law; eccupation on political parties in Germany H72 ~—~—sOin the Post-war World (1941) © 

‘* "government in the Rhineland, == *- (1945) 7K 1952 ~=—-s« Hoover; H., The Problems of Last- 
|, 1948-1923 (1944) oa Ref. Henney, K., The. Radio Engineer- H7 ing Peace (1942). | 

JSC599.U5 Fiaenkel, O.K., Our Civil Liberties TK6552 — ing Handbook (1935) o Ref. . Howland, Ch, P.; Survey of Ameri- 

F605 (1944) Ri. | Co SX1416 | can Foreign Relations (1928 to 

TL521 | «-Frederick, J. H., Commercial Air Gp = Hennig, R., Geopolitik; die Lehre H72 1931) ©) 
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LB1051 : Gates, A. I., Educational Psycho- to the present (1943) °™ 166 . °-ference. Final act., Part I. 
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Gi -—S—s«&@Prosperity and Depression (1935) (1934) Oo HC256 Kahn, A. E., Great Britain in ‘the 
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Employees, AG. 230.53 .GPA-AGE, Hq. - Confinement of Personnel Awaiting Industries, AG 248 (MD), OMGUS, 

EUCOM, © 25...July: 1947.2 Revises’ Trial, : AG. 2504; GPA-AGO, Hq 5 August 1947. Gives list of trades 

EUCOM letter of 21 June 1947, as to EUCOM, 30 July 1947. Cites factors and industries” within which wage 

address.':of the Belgian: Military governing civilians awaiting.triat by adjustments are permitted. 
Mission. »°: | Sg Re Sas courts-martial. °°. © ee ee ee a 

oe | | | . nde | Change No 1 to Letter, OMGUS 
Emergency Return of Military Per- Enlistment of Negroes, AG 342.06 AG one FD). “P ty Cont 1 

GPA-AGP-B, Hq EUCOM,25.July 1947, 1947: Gives authorized quotas for en- iL : . tt audl ; Se A ' 

Pertains: to application which originate listment in. the Regular Army. ritle 17, Biliary Government Regula S 

in the United States ‘by sources other Quotas for Recreation Areas, Gar tio», 95 February 1947, AG 010.6 
than ‘individual’ concerned. ae - mish and Berchtesgaden, AG ee (FD), OMGUS, 6 August 1947, Gives 

“Officer Candidate ‘Schools, AG 352 SSP-AGO, Hq. EUCOM, 31 July 1947, Cinstitution for paragraph 50 of the 
AGP-B, Hq EUCOM,’ 25 July 1947, Amends paragraph 6 of re etaanech above directive. | 
~s ea TIC AN Tattar ; ane 1947 by adding paragrap oo ae oe re 
Gives amendments to EUCOM letter, of 20 June ry econ agit | a oo 
00 June 4047.00 Do “e, American Red Cross, personnel.” Supply Responsibilities for Military 

Transfer of Captured Enemy ‘Ma- | Noncommissioned Officers Courses Government Information (German- 

teri to Office af Military Govern- at the US Constabulary School, AG S”8tag®) Operations, AG 000.7 (2); 
. me e Germany’ (US) ‘ AG 286.3 352. GOT-AGO, Hq EUCOM;.2 August OMGUS, 6 August.1947. States policy. 

ment for Germany (t )e AM yo". 7 Cieoe te age - USFET On ‘the furnishing of supplies, ma- 
CSp-AGO. Hq EUCOM, 24 July 1947 1947. Gives substitutions for Usl | : " | ' 

Gs PAGO, BG gg vy s.. letter, AG 352 GOT-AGO,.40 February terials and services, both from US 

Cites method of transfer. = 1947, "Company Administration Atmy étocks and from the German 
_ Warning, Posters, for Railway xan Course, US. Constabylary School." economy for certain MG information 
Be a ae a ant | Mail purse, Vo Ore Oi fivitiee oo 

Transporting US Govern ment ly . -- Report ...of ..Oversea . Subsistence activates, OS a — 
and Supplies, AG 415 GSP-AGO, Hq ay . 

FUCOM, 25 July 1947. ‘States that Losses: AG 430. CGM-AGO, Hq —__—__— / 
P. ler fe Y. “dist posters will EUCOM, 4 August. 1947.-Gives instruc- ee re, 7 

five- angnage warming Pe ae.  tbons for preparation. of -this report (Continued from Page 4) — : oe 
no longer be used on US military dass} ‘tag War Department Re- eam pein: pie om ms Co - 

or US military’ sponsored movements, sorts Control Symb : re ne (O1)-29 BREMEN CON STITUTION. : 

and thit stocks of ‘excess posters on —- legislative functions of government 
i eae hen! gE OMGUS. Action on .Laenderrat Re- : ee Sg , 
hand will be salvaged. ee ~ sects ; eral 1 aK 2922 Tx | 22-4, are placed in a legislature elected for 

Orders Requiring Participation in and Lx 22-5 AC 01d 1 (Sc) OMcUS, @ four-year. term, supplemented by 

Aerial Flights, AG 360 GPA-AGP-B, 4 4 cust 1947. Gives MG replies to Popular referendum. The executive 

Hq EUCOM, 28 ‘July’ 1947. ‘Pertains the * nenderret on ‘the following: organ of government is a Senate, 

to total “requirements for the Fiscal Dr A Lowe Concernin: Ame a dment of which though analogous to a cabinet 

Year 1948 for each non-rated’ non- new oe et mee aati En Xe ‘in the normal sense of the word has 
- ~ Mtr Forces’ individual iustitied and UPD. ement 0, aa on SMpleyY. several peculiar feature which are 
Army Air Force j ' | | 

YY Eee , . -,. ment of, Severely. Disabled Persons; t of B 's tradition. It migh 
for flying statis. ‘Comment on Proposal of Manpower pari of Bremen’s itra ition. It might be 

Ck eg Sb og pene oO me romment on 4 reposa °. oe np” described: as an executive committee 
Formation of Military Government Division, OMGUS, concerning Estab- gcnonsiblé io ‘the Buercerschaft. indi- 

| oe “ ae 331.2 (CS) i te bah ad pe uae daabion resp _Buergerschait, indi- 

(US) Discussion Clubs, AG ae eos lishment ‘of. a Bizonal Regular Liaison rectly elected for a‘fixed term. 

OMGUS, 28 July 1947, |. == =, —S—s Committee on Labor Questions; Guid- Sane to : 

_ Priorities _.,for_ Allocation, _ of Jn- ing Principles for Establishment of OS oeren: ARE elected by the 

digenous Civilian. Manpower in the Land ‘Institutes for Labor Placement Buergerschaft but may not remain 

US Occupied. Zone of Germany, AG and ‘Unemployment Insurance; Guid- members of ity" each senator is 

230.033 GSP-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 28 July ing Principles for Combining the responsible for a particular executive 

1947. Establishes proper allocation‘of Institutes mentioned above in a Co- branch but the senators make major 

the available labor supply (Germian ordinating Committee; Special Com- decisions by vote: as a body; the 

civilian and DP’s) betwéen esssential mittee for Further~ Preparation of president of the Senate is the head of 

military users and German civilian Final Restitution Law and Establish- the government but has little control 

users. - 7 oo Be ment of a Committee Labor Protection. °¥°T the other senators, 

Small Arms’ Competitions, AG 353  — Wage Raises in the Building Con- The principle of judicial inde- 
COT- AGO, Hq BUCOM, 29 July 1047. struction and ‘Building Materials pendence was limited by a provision 

Gives guidance #f competitions. _ that judges could: be charged before 
Stan dar ds | for Awar ds an d Deco. i: _ the constitutional court if their 

_ Standards for Awards ang seco: ne decisions showed intentional  dis- 
rations, AG 200.6 GPA-AGP-B, Ag _Copies, of Official Instructions regard of ‘constitutional’ rights. This 
Eucom, 29 July 1947. Cites require: listed in the Weekly Information | constitutional court was given the 
ments, ee Bulletin may be obtained by | duty of passing on the constitutionality 

Class “X" Clothing for Indigenous writing directly to the originating of laws but was set up in such a. 

Fire-fighting Personnel, AG 420 GSP- | headquarters. oe way that the majority of its members 
AGO, Hq EUCOM, 30 July 1947, are not necessarily jurists. , 
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